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(Multicultural, romantic, drama) Warning: Adult language, mild sexual situations. “Sometimes a need for
keeping secrets… Can be just as intriguing as a reason for telling lies…” “Secrets & Lies” is a provocative,
uncensored, character-driven, emotional journey into the private lives of four central characters in a small
Texas town. At the heart of the story is a beautiful transgender woman of color who questions her personal
worth as she fights to keep the life and love she has always wanted. Even the elements of true confessions
get lost in translation as the details of who these people really are brings them together in a surprising, yet
necessary finale that will change their lives forever. -------------- Kennedy “Kenny” Jordan (28, tall, dark
hair, blue eyes) is an all-American jock turned bank executive with a difficult past and a challenging future
that keeps him in the balance between having what he wants versus what others expect of him. The truth for
him is a secret but for the most part, his secrets are built on lies. Camilla Vargas (25, pretty, petite) is a smart,
ambitious, yet slightly naïve, young Latin woman with big dreams of success that she plans to obtain by any
means possible. But in her effort to have it all, a major slip in judgment has her standing at the crossroads
facing a difficult decision that she never considered to ever have to make. Ulanda Jefferson (25) is a hip,
sexy, outspoken Black American fashionista with a fiery attitude. Armored with sharp wit and an uncensored
tongue, she is more than just a force to be reckoned with. Bren Searcy (38) is a grown-up lost in transition,
(literally from male to female). There is almost nothing she wouldn’t bear to hang onto the love and
happiness she has finally found, but an unexpected truth could bring her whole world tumbling down.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Glass:

The ability that you get from Secrets & Lies" will be the more deep you excavating the information that hide
in the words the more you get thinking about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to
comprehend but Secrets & Lies" giving you buzz feeling of reading. The article writer conveys their point in
certain way that can be understood through anyone who read it because the author of this guide is well-
known enough. This book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to understand
then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having
this particular Secrets & Lies" instantly.

Robert Riggio:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because if you are reading a book mainly book entitled Secrets
& Lies" your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe
unidentified for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a e-book
then become one form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get before. The Secrets & Lies"
giving you one more experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful details for
your better life on this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind will be
pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try this extraordinary
wasting spare time activity?

Susan Ross:

In this particular era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more
important than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you need
to do is just spending your time little but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of the books in the
top list in your reading list is actually Secrets & Lies". This book that is qualified as The Hungry Mountains
can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking way up and review this reserve you can get many
advantages.

Elbert Lupton:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Secrets & Lies" was bright colored and of course
has pictures around. As we know that book Secrets & Lies" has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until
teens. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and feel that you are the character on there. So
, not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and rest. Try to choose the
best book in your case and try to like reading this.
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